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Abstract— Many applications deal with moving object datasets, e.g., mobile phone social networking, scientific simulations, 

and ride-sharing services. These applications need to handle tremendous number of spatial objects that continuously move and 

execute spatial queries to explore their surroundings. To manage such update-heavy workloads, several throwaway index 

structures have recently been proposed, where a static index is rebuilt periodically from scratch rather than updated 

incrementally. It has been shown that throwaway indices outperform specialized moving-object indices that maintain location 

updates incrementally. However, throwaway indices suffer from scalability due to their single-server design and the only 

distributed throwaway index (D-MOVIES), extension of a centralized approach, does not scale out as the number of servers 

increases, especially during query processing phase. 

We propose a distributed throwaway spatial index structure (D-ToSS) that not only scales out to multiple servers by using an 

intelligent partitioning technique but also scales up since it fully exploits the multi-core CPUs available on each server.  D-ToSS 

rapidly constructs a Voronoi Diagram, which has a flat structure making it a perfect fit for parallel processing. For example, we 

experimentally show a 25x speedup in query processing compared to D-MOVIES and this gap gets larger as the number of 

servers increases. 

Index Terms—Spatial databases, distributed systems, parallel databases 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION

oving object datasets are ubiquitous in many appli-
cations such as social networks, spatial crowdsourc-

ing, video games, real-time marketing services, ride-
sharing applications, scientific simulations, etc. For ex-
ample, Facebook and Foursquare when running on mo-
bile devices discover other people nearby a user. Similar-
ly, retail stores and malls combine real-time customer 
location data with geofencing for targeted marketing. 
Furthermore, molecules and space particles are repre-
sented with moving spatial objects in scientific simula-
tions [29]. For instance, neuroscientists model the neural 
system as a set of spatial objects and simulate how the 
neurons move over time, where every object i) changes its 
location at every simulation time step and ii) runs spatial 
queries to discover other objects around them [28]. Obvi-
ously, as required by these applications, processing a 
large volume of queries on these massive datasets in the 
presence of high update workload presents a major scala-
bility problem. 

To cope with such dynamic datasets, specialized mov-
ing-object indices and throwaway indices have been pro-
posed. Moving-object index structures maintain location 
updates incrementally and process only a fraction of the 
updates using position approximation techniques [4], [5], 
[13], [17]. However, all of these approaches suffer from 
limited scalability due to their single-server design. Alter-

native to this incremental model, a few studies adopt 
throwaway model to spatial data, where a static index is 
periodically created from scratch and updates are not 
processed in-place [8]. In this model, queries are forward-
ed to the current index, while the latest positions of the 
data objects are collected in a buffer (e.g., hash table). 
Subsequently, a fresh index is effectively created from 
scratch with bulk-loading and swapped with the current 
index. A recent survey study about moving object indices 
[32] derives the conclusion that periodically rebuilding a 
static index such as R-tree [11] and linearized kd-tree [8] 
significantly outperforms specialized moving-object indi-
ces in all but the most extreme cases. The problem is that 
most of the throwaway indices are designed for the cen-
tralized paradigm that is limited to the capabilities of a 
single server. On the other hand, devising a distributed 
throwaway index that scales out to multiple servers is not 
straightforward due to the following reasons. First, tree-
based indices cannot directly be implemented in a dis-
tributed setting by simply assigning an index node to a 
server, because traditional top-down search unnecessarily 
overloads the servers near the tree root [14], [15]. Second, 
it is essential to create equi-sized partitions; otherwise, the 
server storing the largest partition will become the bottle-
neck and slow down the index construction. Third, if the 
partitioning method does not preserve spatial proximity 
of the objects, the queries need to be forwarded to all 
servers to ensure accuracy, which reduces query 
throughput. Finally, since data objects continuously 
move, static spatial partitioning methods, where each 
server is assigned to a zip-code, city or grid cell, will cre-
ate imbalance across the servers over time. 

To the best of our knowledge, the only distributed 
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throwaway index is introduced in [8]. Specifically, a cen-
tralized linearized kd-tree, MOVIES, is extended by hash 
partitioning objects across multiple servers on unique 
object ids. The main drawback of D-MOVIES (D for dis-
tributed), is that spatial proximity among the objects is 
broken with hashing. Thus, query throughput degrades 
as the number of servers (nodes) increases due to the high 
query coordination cost. We compare our approach with 
D-MOVIES in Section 6.3. 

Finally, we would like to note that there are a few dis-
tributed spatial index structures that incrementally main-
tain the updates (but not designed for moving objects 
with high-frequency updates). For example, the state-of-
the-art distributed spatial index, RT-CAN [25], adapts a 
grid-based flat partitioning scheme to avoid the short-
comings of tree-based architecture and builds a local R-
tree for every grid cell. However, RT-CAN is not de-
signed to handle dynamic datasets. This is because net-
work I/O is the dominant cost in distributed systems and 
RT-CAN requires a large number of message-passing 
across the nodes to process updates. One possible solu-
tion is that similar to R-tree that is rebuilt from scratch in 
[32], we periodically recreate RT-CAN and give up on in-
place updates. However, this would not be a scalable 
strategy especially for skewed datasets due to imbalanced 
grid partitions, where the larger partitions always delay 
the index construction process. We also compare our ap-
proach with this throwaway version of RT-CAN (as a 
baseline) in Section 6.3. 

In this paper, we propose a distributed throwaway 
spatial index that scales near-linearly both in index con-
struction and query processing. The fundamental con-
struct of our index, dubbed D-ToSS (for Distributed 
Throwaway Spatial Index Structure), is a Voronoi dia-
gram (VD) where we adapt a Voronoi-based partitioning 
method and build a Voronoi cell for each data object in a 
distributed fashion. We selected VD as our partitioning 
technique and underlying index structure because 1) it 
has a flat structure that lends itself nicely to parallel pro-
cessing since each Voronoi cell can be built autonomously 
in parallel and 2) it is an extremely efficient data structure 
to answer a wide range of spatial queries [20]. The main 
challenge in distributed Voronoi Diagram generation is 
that, due to partitioning, Voronoi cells might be inaccu-
rate because some of their neighboring data objects may 
reside in a different server. The intuitive approach to 
overcome this issue is to first build the global Voronoi 
over all the data objects on a single server and then parti-
tion it across the servers for query processing. However, 
this build-first-distribute-later approach [1] suffers from 
limited scalability. To overcome this challenge, we pro-
pose a novel three-step distribute-first-build-later scalable 
framework. 

First, D-ToSS employs a Voronoi-based adaptive parti-
tioning technique that quickly learns from the dataset and 
distributes the objects across the servers while preserving 
the spatial proximity among the objects and balancing 
load among the servers globally. Second, to take ad-

vantage of the multi-core architecture of each server node, 
we generate local VDs using multiple threads where eve-
ry Voronoi cell is generated by a thread autonomously. 
Subsequently, we identify whether a generated cell at a 
server is globally accurate or not, without requiring any 
information about other servers. Then, we refine inaccu-
rate cells effectively in parallel with multi-way message-
passing (all servers communicate with each other in par-
allel). Note that the number of messages increases along 
with the number of inaccurate cells. Since our partitioning 
method clusters spatially close objects, only very few cells 
at the partition borders are inaccurate. Our partitioning 
approach reduces the inaccurate cells to 2.5% in compari-
son to the 92% inaccuracy, when we randomly distribut-
ed data objects of our real-world traffic dataset. Third, we 
further reduce the number of network exchanges by rep-
licating the border points of partitions so that the points 
with inaccurate cells can be fixed using only the local in-
formation without requiring any server communication.  

Furthermore, to expedite query processing, we con-
struct a hierarchical index structure on top of the local 
Voronoi cells at each node using multi-core CPUs. Conse-
quently, D-ToSS not only can scale out because of our 
novel 3-step technique, but also can scale up due to our 
multi-core parallelization during the local index (local 
VD) construction. Although most of the current studies in 
Cloud Computing have focused on scaling out, it is cru-
cial to utilize multi-core CPUs as chip vendors such as 
Intel have recently shifted to multi-core architecture ra-
ther than increasing processor speeds, which is projected 
to be the trend in the next 15 years [12]. 

Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of D-ToSS where each 
server stores a subset of the data obejcts and corre-
sponding local index. As shown, while the current lo-
cations are collected from the data objects, the queries 
are processed through the current indices. This separa-
tion allows us to run data partitioning phase the back-
ground without affecting the performance. Obviously, 
data partitioning phase does not need to be executed at 
every index construction cycle since the data distribution 
does not change significantly within several seconds. 

We performed several experiments by fully imple-
menting D-ToSS on the Amazon cloud. D-ToSS yields a 
very high query throughput, scales near-linearly with the 
number of nodes in the cluster and the total execution 
time remains almost constant as the data size increases. 
For example, we show 25x and 4.5x speedups over D-
MOVIES and RT-CAN in query processing on a small 
cluster, respectively. As the cluster size increases, the per-
formance gap between D-ToSS and others grows signifi-
cantly. Moreover, our experiments show that if 2+% of the 
objects issue update to the index, it is faster to rebuild D-
ToSS than update RT-CAN, when the objects are well 
clustered. In addition, with D-ToSS, a query can be for-
warded to any node. This decentralization avoids unnec-
essary overloading of nodes that occur with the tree-
based approaches [14], [15]. 
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This paper subsumes our earlier work in [27] by 1) im-
proving the partitioning method such that it no longer 
requires a centralized server, improving the performance 
of the previous version by up to 2x, 2) developing a new 
local VD generation algorithm that scales up to one order 
of magnitude better on 32-core servers, and 3) expanding 
the experiments by including more comparisons to the 
related work to verify novelty and efficiency of D-ToSS. 

2 RELATED WORK 

We first discuss spatial indexing techniques into two 
groups as moving-object and throwaway indices which 
are designed for the centralized paradigm. Then we dis-
cuss the literature in distributed spatial indices. 

2.1 Moving-Object Index Structures 

There is an extensive literature on general-purpose spatial 
indexing techniques. Among these approaches R-tree [11] 
and Quadtree [9] are the most prominent index structures 
as they are also employed in commercial products such as 
Oracle. However, handling highly dynamic datasets is not 
the strong suit of these conventional index structures [27]. 
Therefore, specialized moving-object techniques have 
been proposed [4], [5], [13], [17] where the main idea is to 
update the index when an object’s velocity changes. The 
main problems with these incremental moving object in-
dices are as follows. First, they make the simplifying as-
sumption that extra information about the object move-
ment behavior is known in advance, such as direction and 
speed, which limits the applicability of the approach for 
unpredictively moving objects. Second, given the limited 
computational capability of a single machine, a central-
ized system will suffer from performance deterioration as 
the size of the dataset or the number of queries increases. 

2.2 Throwaway Spatial Index Structures 

In throwaway indexing model, a static index is periodical-
ly built from scratch rather than processing updates in-
place. With this model, queries are forwarded to a read-
only static index. Meanwhile, the latest positions of the 
data objects are collected in a buffer (e.g., hash table), a 
fresh index is created and swapped with the current read-
only index. Recently, a few throwaway index structures 
have been proposed. TwinGrid [21] maintains two sepa-

rate grid indices, one for collecting updates and one for 
processing queries, where the data is occasionally copied 
between these indices effectively with memcpy. TwinGrid 
indeed processes updates; however, since the queries are 
forwarded to the static read-only index, which is updated 
periodically, we classify it as a throwaway index. MOV-
IES [8] collects updates in a buffer (hash table) and peri-
odically builds a linearized kd-tree using a sorted z-
ordered sequence which results in approximate query an-
swering which requires an additional post-processing to 
compute exact results. In addition, both approaches suffer 
from limited scalability due to their single-server design.  

To address the scalability issues, a distributed version 
of MOVIES, which we name as D-MOVIES, is also dis-
cussed in [8]. Specifically, first it hash-partitions data ob-
ject by unique object ids across multiple nodes and then 
runs the centralized index generation algorithm at each 
server in parallel. With hashing, the global spatial index is 
not broken into disjoint sub-indices since the ranges of the 
local linearized kd-trees built at each node overlap with 
each other. Therefore, D-MOVIES adopts intra-query par-
allelism paradigm where queries are forwarded to all 
nodes. This form of parallelism is best suited for complex 
long-running queries. However, in our target applica-
tions, data objects execute queries with small ranges to 
sense their surroundings. Thus, query throughput de-
grades as the number of nodes increases due to higher 
query coordination cost. 

2.3 Distributed Spatial Index Structures 

There are few recent studies that adopt a shared-nothing 
distributed architecture. RT-CAN [25] integrates a CAN-
based [19] routing protocol with an R-tree based indexing 
scheme to support multi-dimensional query processing in 
a cloud system. QT-Chord [7] is very similar to its preced-
ing approach RT-CAN with the main difference that it 
combines Chord [23] routing protocol with Quadtree. In 
response to a data update, CAN finds the target node to 
send information with O( N ) number of network mes-
sages, where N is the number of nodes in the cluster. 
Considering the frequent updates from the (moving) ob-
jects and high network overhead, it is impossible to keep 
up with such index updates. Note that although Quadtree 
outperforms R-tree in terms of updates in a centralized 
system, in a distributed environment Quadtree is no 
longer more efficient than R-tree as they have almost the 
same network cost, which dominates the total cost; there-
fore, both these approaches suffer from update. RT-CAN 
employs inter-query parallelism paradigm that enable to 

TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF RELEVANT APPROACHES 

 

Approach 
Architecture Indexing Model Querying Method 

Centralized Distributed Incremental Throwaway Inter-query Intra-query 

RT-CAN       

MOVIES       

D-MOVIES       

D-ToSS       

 

 

Current index 

(read-only) 

Buffer 
 

New 

index 

Server 1 … 

Report location 

… 

Build 

Spatial Queries 

Replace 

  

Current index 

(read-only) 

Buffer 

New 

index 

Server N 

Fig. 1. Workflow of distributed throwaway index structure. 
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process multiple queries in parallel resulting in higher 
query throughput. Several other approaches that use dis-
tributed hierarchical index structures such as R-tree based 
SD-Rtree [14] and kd-tree based k-RP [15] have been pro-
posed for parallel spatial query processing. The major 
problem with the tree-based approaches is that they do 
not scale due to the traditional top-down search that un-
necessarily overloads the nodes near the tree root. 

Finally, Table 1 summarizes the prior work, which are 
most relevant to our approach, in terms of architecture, 
indexing model and query processing method. We com-
pare our approach with RT-CAN and D-MOVIES in the 
experiments. 

3 PRELIMINARIES 

Voronoi Diagram: 
A Voronoi diagram decomposes a space into disjoint pol-
ygons (cells) based on the set of generators (i.e., data 
points). Given a set of generators S in the Euclidean space, 
Voronoi diagram associates all locations in the plane to 
their closest generator. Each generator s has a Voronoi 
cell consisting of all points closer to s than other genera-
tors. 

DEFINITION 1. Voronoi Cell 
Given a set of generators P = {p1, p2,…,pn} where 2 < n 

< ∞ and pi pj for i j, i, j = 1;…, n, the Voronoi Cell of pi 
is  VC(pi) = {p | d(p, pi)   d(p, pj)} for i j and pVC(pi) 
where d(p, pi) specifies the minimum distance between p and pi 
in Euclidean space.  

 Figure 2 illustrates an example of a Voronoi diagram 
and its cells for nine generators. Voronoi diagrams have 
several geometric properties. Here we enlist their main 
properties that we use to establish our proposed solution.  

Property 1: The Voronoi diagram for a given a set of 
generators is unique. 

Property 2: Let n and ne be the number of generators 
and Voronoi edges, respectively, then ne 3n-6. The aver-
age number of Voronoi edges per Voronoi polygon is at 
most 6, i.e., 2(3n-6)/n = 6-12/n 6. Note that, some poly-
gons might consist of more than 6 edges but the average 
number of edges for the entire Voronoi diagram cannot 
exceed 6. In other words on average, each generator has 6 
adjacent generators. This property is especially useful to 
limit the number of candidate generators during Nearest 
Neighbor search. 

Property 3: The nearest generator point of pi (e.g., pj) is 
among the generator points whose Voronoi cells share 

similar Voronoi edges with VC(pi). 

We refer the reader to [18] for proofs of the above 
properties. 

4 D-TOSS: A DISTRIBUTED THROWAWAY SPATIAL 

INDEX STRUCTURE 

In this section, we first explain our parallel Voronoi gen-
eration algorithm that uses multiple servers in the cloud.  
The main idea behind our approach is first distribute all 
point objects across multiple cloud servers, and then 
build local Voronoi diagrams (VD) at each server (i.e., 
distribute-first-build-later). We discuss our 3-step fully 
decentralized approach for Voronoi construction, i.e., 1) 
intelligently distribute the objects across the servers, 2) 
enable multi-threaded local VD generation, quickly iden-
tify and fix the inaccurate Voronoi cells and finally 3) rep-
licate the border cells. Next, we present our hierarchical 
Voronoi index structure that is built in each cloud server 
to expedite the query processing at each node. This index 
consists of multiple layers representing local Voronoi cells 
at different levels of granularity. Finally, we discuss how 
we use our proposed index structure D-ToSS to answer a 
variety of spatial queries.  

4.1 Parallel Voronoi Diagram Generation  

Given a set of scattered point objects O in the plane and N 
servers (nodes) in cloud, our goal is to generate Voronoi 
diagram of O using N servers in parallel.  

First, we have proposed a distributed Voronoi Dia-
gram generation algorithm in [1]. In this work, we used a 
build-first-distribute-later approach and modeled distribut-
ed VD generation problem with MapReduce program-
ming model. Specifically, we generate partial Voronoi 
diagrams (PVD) in each node in parallel and merge the 
(partial) results in a single node to build one global Voro-
noi Diagram. Subsequently, we partition and redistribute 
the global Voronoi Diagram to each node for parallel que-
ry processing. The main shortcoming of this build-first-
distribute-later approach is its limited scalability as the sin-
gle node that merges PVDs and constructs the global Vo-
ronoi Diagram becomes the system bottleneck.  

Second, we have proposed a completely different ap-
proach that addresses the scalability shortcoming of our 
previous method by eliminating the merging bottleneck. The 
main idea is to distribute-first-build-later [27].  That is, we 
first effectively distribute the objects across the nodes to 
balance the load at each node. Next, we build local Voro-
noi diagrams at each node. The challenge is that even 
though the objects are distributed effectively, when O is 

  p5 

 p3 

 p4 
 p7 

 p2 
 p8 

 p6  p9 
 p1 

Fig. 2. A sample Voronoi Diagram. Fig. 3. Distributed Voronoi diagram generation for 8 objects with 2 
nodes (servers). 
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divided into disjoint subsets, some of the generated local 
Voronoi diagrams will be inaccurate as their neighbors 
reside in different nodes. For instance, Figure 3 illustrates 
an example of two computing nodes that are asked to 
generate Voronoi Diagram of eight data objects. The ob-
jects are divided into two equally sized partitions where 
each node stores four objects. As shown, Voronoi cells of 
objects o1 and o2 are inaccurate. This is because even 
though o1 and o2 are Voronoi neighbors, they are sent to 
different nodes in which local Voronoi diagrams are cre-
ated independently. To this extent, we devise a technique 
to quickly identify inaccurate cells at each server and fix 
them in parallel through two-way message passing across 
the servers. As the number of inaccurate cells grows, the 
communication overhead increases significantly resulting 
in performance problems. To reduce these inaccuracies, 
and hence network I/O, we adapt an intelligent partition-
ing method clustering nearby objects in the same server.  

The problem with our second approach is that the data 
partitioning phase employs a single master server limit-
ing scalability. However, efficiency of partitioning phase 
is crucial especially if the objects move fast. This is be-
cause the data distribution constantly changes due to the 
dynamic nature of the dataset which 1) violates the fact 
that spatially close objects are clustered and 2) creates 
imbalance across the servers. In addition, the local VD 
generation algorithm does not fully exploit multi-core 
CPUs when there are more than 8 CPUs. 

Our third approach, D-ToSS, addresses the above 
challenges by adopting a fully decentralized approach 
that can scale out and up. D-ToSS (i) clusters spatial close 
objects thus minimizes the number of network messages 
passed between the nodes by using a Voronoi-based par-
titioning technique which adapts itself to the data distri-
bution without requiring a centralized server, (ii) enables 
multi-threaded local VD generation that scales up near-
linearly, identifies whether a cell is accurate or not, and 
fixes only those cells through network messages, and (iii) 
replicates the border objects in each partition to further 
reduce the number of network messages. 

We explain these three phases in turn. 

4.1.1 Data Partitioning 
Given M number of nodes and a set of data objects O 
which are distributed across the nodes, the purpose of 
this phase is to assign each object o, where oO, to one of 
the N nodes. 

 The ideal partitioning should preserve spatial locality 
among the objects in each partition to minimize the num-
ber of inaccurate Voronoi cells (and hence message pass-
ing between the nodes) and create equally-sized parti-
tions. Towards this end, we propose a Voronoi-based par-
titioning technique. The main idea is that we select M 
number of pivot data objects, where each pivot corre-
sponds to a partition. Subsequently, we assign each object 
o, to its closest pivot. We use a two-step approach to select 
the pivots in a fully decentralized manner. In the first step, 
each node identifies a set of randomly selected candidate 
objects and broadcasts them to the other nodes. Upon 
receiving all candidates, every node identifies M number 
of pivots in parallel, which are exactly the same pivots so 
that nodes do not block each other. We note that each 
pivot corresponds to a partition and each partition (that 
includes subset of O) is stored in a separate node. D-ToSS 
can store more than one partition in a single node since 
the neighboring partitions in the same node can still pre-
serve the spatial locality. Finally, after the set of pivots 
(each representing a node) are received, the nodes start to 
shuffle the objects by assigning each object o to the closest 
pivot (and hence its corresponding node). We formally 
define object & node mapping function f as follows:  

 
Note that, o.location is composed of a latitude and longi-
tude value, and node Ni stores partition Pi. 

Figure 4 illustrates an example of our data partitioning 
approach. As shown in Figure 4a and Figure 4b, the data 
objects are initially randomly distributed across five 
nodes. First, each node identifies a set of local candidate 

    f(o.location) = Pi, where d(o.loc, Pi) = min{d(o.loc, Pi)},  

o O, 1≤i≤M 

  

P1 

P2 P3 

P4 
P5 

Fig. 4. Workflow of the data partitioning phase: 
a) A set data objects O in the plane. b) Objects randomly distributed across 5 nodes. c) Pivot selection. d) Shuffling objects among the nodes 
based on elected pivots. Each node maintains the set of pivots. e) After redistribution objects nearby in space are stored together in the same 
node. Each pivot is mapped to a node. 
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pivots and broadcasts them. Upon receiving all candidate 
pivots, each node computes five pivot objects (see Figure 
4c). At this point, each node is assigned a specific pivot 
and also stores the information about all the other pivots. 
For example, node N5 is mapped to pivot P5 and stores the 
information of the other pivots {P1, P2, P3, P4, P5} (see Fig-
ure 4d). We refer the perpendicular bisectors between the 
pivots as partition border of the nodes. Finally, the nodes 
redistribute the objects based on the pivot set, where each 
object is assigned to the node with its closest pivot. Once 
the redistribution phase is completed, as shown in Figure 
4e spatially close objects are clustered in the same node.  

Next, we discuss our distributed pivot selection algo-
rithm. As we discussed, each node Ni initially stores Oi 
number of objects i.e., random subset of O, where 1≤i≤M 
and O= 1≤i≤MOi. With our approach, each node Ni ran-
domly selects S candidate objects among Oi and broad-
casts them to other nodes (S is a small constant number 
and we discuss the impact of S in Section 6.3.1). At this 
point, every node has the same set of SxM candidate ob-
jects. Then, each node generates S number of random sets 
where each set has M objects. Then for each set, we com-
pute the total sum of the distances between every two 
objects and choose the set with the maximum total sum as 
pivots. To generate the same sets, we adopt a deterministic 
randomization strategy and seed the random selection pro-
cess with the same number at this phase so that every 
node computes the same pivots. 

Discussion on Data Partitioning: Clearly, pivot selection 
and shuffling the objects help us figure out the recent da-
ta distribution and maintain the balance across the nodes 
as the objects move. There are other load balancing ap-
proaches which monitor the load changes in neighboring 
servers and mitigate the load in overloaded servers 
through work-stealing or splitting [33], [34]. Rather than 
helping struggling servers, we aim to globally balance the 
load with our data partitioning method so that every 
server generates the local indices within (ideally) the 
same amount of time. In addition, we don’t make the as-
sumption that objects’ mobility is limited which makes D-
ToSS applicable for scientific simulations as well where 
objects might move with a high speed when the differ-
ence between two consecutive timesteps is large. For 
more discussion see Section 6.3.6. 

4.1.2 Local Voronoi Diagram Generation  

In this phase, each node Ni is asked to generate a local 
Voronoi diagram (LVD) for the corresponding objects o, 
where oOi. We have two specific goals in this phase:  
we aim to 1) exploit all multi-core CPUs available at Ni to 
generate local VDs, and 2) effectively identify and fix the 
Voronoi cells which might be inaccurate because of the 
partitioning. We identify inaccurate cells at each server 
without requiring any information from other nodes and 
fix them in parallel. By eliminating the single merging 
bottleneck at this phase, we provide high scalability. 

Multi-threaded Voronoi diagram generation: A straight-
forward method to generate local Voronoi Diagram is to 
use popular sweepline algorithm [18]. However, 

sweepline algorithm is intrinsically sequential and cannot 
be executed in parallel. Therefore, we break the problem 
into smaller pieces where Voronoi cells (VC) are generat-
ed autonomously. In particular, VC are computed by a 
thread in parallel and the total computation time decreas-
es as a function of the number of cores available at each 
node. For instance, given a 64 core server, 64 VCs will be 
computed in parallel in that server. The main challenge is 
to create a VC independent of other VCs around it. In 
order to overcome this challenge, we first compute an 
approximate Voronoi cell for each object, which does not 
require any information about the other cells, and then 
refine it. We define these generated cells as Inaccurate 
Voronoi Cell (IVC). Formal definition of IVC is as follows. 

DEFINITION 2. Inaccurate Voronoi Cell (IVC) 
Let P be a set of data points, P+ and P- be subsets of P and P+

 P- = P. If we only consider the points in P+, the generated 
Voronoi cells might not be accurate because there might be some 
points pjP-, which will decrease the area of the generated 
cells. Therefore, even if a cell is generated using nearby points, 
it might be inaccurate until verified (IVC). 

Clearly, our goal is to generate an approximate cell 
that is as close as possible to the exact cell. We achieve 
this by utilizing Z-Order [30] space filling curve. Z-Order 
uses bit shuffling property to maps the elements (which 
are close in space) into nearby points, which preserves the 
spatial locality. At this point, a Z-Order value Z(oi) is 
computed for every object oi O. Let 

iP  be the subset of 
objects that will be used to construct an inaccurate cell 
IVC(oi) for object oi. We initialize 

iP  set with k nearest 
neighbors in both left and right directions in Z-Order se-
quence, {Z(oi-k) ... Z(oi+k)}. This is done using a linear range 
scan of data objects. The value of k is data-dependent; 
however, as every data object has at most 6 Voronoi 
neighbors on average (see Property 2), it is intuitive to use 
3 as the k value; i.e., 

iP  contains 3 preceding and follow-
ing points on the Z-Order sequence; however, we deter-
mine the best k value for our dataset experimentally. 

Now the challenge is how to identify the set of candi-
date objects that might modify an IVC. It is clear that if 
object oʹ is far enough from another object o, it will not 
modify IVC(o). To identify such objects, we define an in-
fluence region (IR) for each object using the current ap-
proximate cell, which includes all possible candidate ob-
jects that might affect an IVC. Once IR is computed, we 
locate the Z-Order values within IR by performing range 
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Fig. 5. Influence region of object o. 
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queries efficiently using bit shifting [8]. Then we check 
the points in the result set against the current approxi-
mate cell and modify it if changes the current cell. The 
formal definition of IR is as follows: 

Influence Region (IR) is computed based on current IVC. 
In particular, for each vertex v on the IVC of an object o, 
the locus of the points which can exclude v from the cell 
is inside a circle centered at v with a radius r = d(v, o). Fig-
ure 5 illustrates the influence region of object o. As 
shown, oʹ is inside the circle IR1. The bisector crossing the 
line |o, oʹ| intersects with the IVC causing the vertex v1 
being excluded from the cell. The set of circles IRi speci-
fies the minimum influence region IR including all points 
that their presence in P+ changes the IVC. The radius of 
circle centered at o is ro = max(2xd(o, vi)). 

Fixing inaccurate Voronoi cells: As we discussed earlier, 
since the objects are divided into disjoint subsets, some of 
the refined VCs may be incorrect because their Voronoi 
neighbors reside in different nodes. To this extent, we 
need to identify a set of candidate objects that can possi-
bly modify an IVC. If all these candidate objects reside in 
the same node, we know that the cell is accurate. 

To identify inaccurate cells, we first compute, for each 
object o, where oOi, an influence region IR(o) and then 
check IR(o) against the borders of the node Ni. If IR(o) 
falls inside the Ni, o does not need to be refined. Other-
wise, o is marked as inaccurate. Note that, the inaccurate 
cells are the border objects of the partitions, and hence are 
a very small subset of Oi. Another important point is that 
we can identify such inaccuracies locally without requir-
ing any information about other nodes and this mecha-
nism provides high scalability because every server first 
detects and then fixes the inaccuracies in parallel (with 
multi-way message passing).  

4.1.3 Geospatial Replication 
The conventional way to replicate data is to copy a parti-
tion a fixed number of times to other nodes. However, 
with spatial data the points at the border of a partition are 
more important than the points interior to the partition. 
Therefore, we only replicate the border points which ena-
bles us to avoid significant network communication. 

Specifically, as we discussed local Voronoi diagrams in 
each node include inaccurate cells and we can identify 
them using IR. Once we identify the inaccurate Voronoi 

cells, we replicate their generator (data objects) across the 
partitions so that the potential inaccurate Voronoi cells 
are refined using local information. In particular, to refine 
IVC of o, we first identify the candidate partitions with 
which IR(o) overlaps. Specifically, let CN(o) be the set of 
nodes need to be considered to refine o and Ni be the node 
that stores o. Ni sends IR(o) to each of the nodes in CN(o) 
and asks for the objects within IR(o). Consequently, the 
IVC of o is refined based on the information passed to the 
node.  Figure 6a illustrates an inaccurate Voronoi cell o1 
whose influence region is crossing another partition, i.e., 
P5. To refine o1, N1 will communicate with N5 and ask for 
the objects inside IR(o1). 

Figure 6b illustrates our geospatial replication tech-
nique where the shaded area around partition P1 is repli-
cated into node N1. In this specific case, o1 does not need 
to be refined anymore. We note that replicating small 
amount of data improves the accuracy significantly. Our 
experiments show that by replicating 5% of the data ob-
jects, we can reduce the number inaccurate cells by 70%. 
The question is that how much of the border objects 
should be replicated to accomplish maximum accuracy. 
Towards that end we use range selection technique where 
all the objects within a certain distance λ (see Figure 7 
from the border of a partition are replicated. Note that, 
we replicate data objects at the partitioning phase by 
slightly modifying the object-&-partition mapping func-
tion f presented in Section 4.1.1. The formal definition of 
the modified mapping function is as follows: 

 

where d(o.location, Pi) = min{d(o.location, Pi)}, PiP. Let 
VN(Pi) be the Voronoi neighbors of partition Pi, which 
originally contains o. Then Pne = {Pj}, where PjVN(Pi), 
d(o, hp(Pi, Pj ) ≤ λ and hp(Pi, Pj) is the hyper plane (border 
line) between pivots Pi and Pj. The computation of dis-
tance is d(o, hp(Pi, Pj) is presented in [16] using triangle 
inequality.  
 Figure 7 shows an example of the object-&-partition 
mapping with geospatial replication. Partition P4 is the 
closest pivot to object o so it is directly mapped to P4. Sub-
sequently, since d(o, hp(P4, P1) is less than λ, it is mapped 
to P1 as well. In this specific example, Pne is composed of 
only P4; however in some cases an object might be mapped 
to more than two partitions. These are the objects that are 
at the intersection of multiple partitions. 

f(o.location, λ) = Pi, {Pne} 
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Fig. 7. All objects within λ threshold from the border are mapped 
to multiple partitions. 
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Fig. 6. a) An inaccurate Voronoi cell (o1) whose IR is crossing 
another partition (P5); therefore, o1 needs to be refined. b) A 
sample geospatial replication. Object o1 does no longer need 
refinement. 
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4.2 Building Hierarchies on Local Voronoi 
Diagrams 

In this section, we briefly discuss how we further improve 
query processing by building local hierarchies on top of 
local Voronoi diagrams. 

Several approaches have been proposed that construct 
hierarchies on top of Voronoi diagrams [20]. Rather than 
adopting such sophisticated techniques, we take a com-
pletely Voronoi-based approach where we organize the 
objects with hierarchies of Voronoi cells. A Voronoi hier-
archy is defined as follows. A Voronoi cell of the higher 
level-i contains all Voronoi generators of the lower level-i-
1 that are closer to that level-i generator than to any other 
[10]. The main advantage of this approach is that we can 
build Voronoi hierarchies by exploiting multi-core CPUs 
efficiently. Our bottom-up hierarchy generation algo-
rithm is as follows. Let f be the fan-out of a bucket and c 
be the number of cores available at a particular node. 
First, f number of pivots are identified using a very simi-
lar technique in data partitioning phase. The main differ-
ence is that all computation happens in a shared memory 
and each core corresponds to a node and f/c number of 
pivots are assigned to each core unlike one-to-one map-
ping of nodes & pivots. In addition, all computation hap-
pens in a shared memory rather than a loosely coupled 
distributed system. Upon selecting and assigning the piv-
ots, each core maps the objects to their closest pivot. Once 
all objects are mapped, the same algorithm is iteratively 
executed for the higher level on the computed pivots.  

The hierarchy takes up extra logf(n) space and the val-
ue of f depends on system parameters. We store 8 bytes 
for the pivot location (latitude and longitude). Given a 64-
bit architecture, where each pointer is 8 bytes and default 
memory page size is 4KB, f value for our setting is ap-
proximately 255. In addition to the hierarchy, the space 
complexity of 2-dimensional Voronoi diagram is O(n), 
where n is the number is of data objects [18]. In the fol-
lowing section, we show how we use these hierarchies to 
speed up query processing.  

5 QUERY PROCESSING 

In this section, we show how we use D-ToSS to evaluate 
two major types of spatial queries: range and k nearest 
neighbor (k-NN)1. With D-ToSS, the queries can be sub-
mitted to any node in the system. This decentralization 
avoids unnecessary overloading of nodes unlike the tree-
based approaches which overload the nodes near the 
root. The receiving-node either processes the query or 
forwards it to another node with one network message 
using the pivots we generated in data partitioning phase. 

In particular, let Ninit represent the server that receives 
query q (that includes the query type and the location of q), 
and Nq represent the server that contains location of q. If q 
is contained in Ninit (i.e., Ninit=Nq), the query is processed 
in Ninit. Otherwise, Ninit finds Nq using a random-walk al-
gorithm [10] on the pivot list, and then forwards q to Nq. 

 

1 Several studies have shown the superiority of Voronoi-based index 
structures for various types of spatial queries (e.g., [20]). 

Recall that each node maintains the list of pivots P, where 
each pivot corresponds to a node. The total cost of locat-
ing the node Nq with random-walk is O( P ), where P is 
the number of pivots, and we consume only one network 
message for forwarding q from Ninit to Nq. We note that in 
distributed environments, the network message exchange 
between the nodes is the dominating cost, and D-ToSS 
minimizes this cost by using only one message. Moreover, 
the space requirement of storing P pivots at each node is 
very small. We store 32 bytes for the IP address of the 
host of each pivot. For example, given 1,000 pivots, the 
total space requirement of the pivot list is only 40KB. 

Once the node Nq is found, D-ToSS processes the que 
ry using the local Voronoi Diagram (LVD) of Nq. In the 
rest of this section, we explain how we use D-ToSS to an-
swer Range and k-NN queries, respectively. 

5.1 Range Query 

Given a dataset O, query point q, and distance r, range 
query q finds all the objects Oʹ of O such that  oOʹ, 
d(q, o) ≤ r. 

Upon receiving query q, Nq finds the set of nodes (INq) 
with which q intersects and forwards q to the nodes in 
INq. Subsequently, each node Ni, where Ni INq, executes 
the query in parallel. To find INq, we first include all 
neighbors of Nq into INq and then refine it by using r. In 
particular, let Pi be one of the neighboring partitions, if 
d(q, hp(Pq, Pi)) > r, then we remove Pi from INq. Otherwise, 
we keep Pi in INq and add Pi’s neighbors to INq as poten-
tial intersecting partitions. This process terminates once 
all the nodes in INq are examined.  

Figure 8 illustrates an example of range query based 
on LVDs. Given a query q1 with range r1, we first locate 
pivot P1 with the closest distance to q1 and then initialize 
INq1 with P1’s neighbors i.e., P2 and P3. Since d(q1, hp(P1, P2 
)) > r1, we remove P2 from INq1. This means that there is no 
use for the LVD in the node corresponding to P2, and 
hence no message needs to be sent. On the other hand, 
d(q1, hp(P1, P3 )) < r1, thus we add P3 and P3’s neighbors to 
INq1. The algorithm runs until all the elements in INq1 are 
examined. 

We can further improve the partition search algorithm 
by pruning false-positive partitions using the location of 
the furthest object (from the pivot) in that partition. In 
particular, even if Pi satisfies the equation, d(q, hp(Pq, Pi)) < 
r, we can discard it using the following rule.  

PRUNING RULE. Furthest Object 

 q1 
r1 

P1 

Fig. 8. Query q1 discards both partitions P2 and P3. 
  

hp(P1, P2 ) 

P2 

d(q1, hp(P
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, P
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LEMMA-1: Let fi be the location of the furthest object 
in the partition from the pivot Pi, where fi = max{d(o, Pi)}, 

 oOi. Given a query q with a range r, even though d(q, 
hp(Pq, Pi)) < r, if d(q, Pi) > d(Pi, fi) + r then no object in Pi can 
be in q’s range. 

The proof is straightforward, and we explain it using 
Figure 8. As shown, q1 intersects with partition P3; how-
ever, by keeping the location of the furthest object f3, we 
guarantee that q1 does not cover any object of P3.  

Finally, once INq is computed, we forward q to each 
node in INq and execute the query using the local Voronoi 
diagrams. For the rest of the query processing, we itera-
tively traverse Voronoi hierarchies using the same pivot 
locating and pruning strategies described above. The cost 
of this top-down traversal is f ・h, where h is the height 
of the hierarchy and f is the fan-out. Once local query 
processing is completed, each node sends its partial result 
to the query issuer. 

5.2 k Nearest Neighbor Query 

Given a dataset O and a query point q, k Nearest Neigh-
bor (kNN) query finds the k closest data objects to q. 

The straightforward strategy to process a kNN query 
is to locate the Voronoi cell that contains q and then exe-
cute the sequential kNN algorithm as in centralized sys-
tems [25]. The problem with this approach is that when 
the value of k is large, the performance degrades, espe-
cially when q retrieves objects from multiple nodes. We 
propose an incremental algorithm, which is similar to the 
approach in [31], to answer kNN queries using multiple 
nodes in parallel. The main intuition is to start the search 
with an estimated range, and enlarge the search range 
until enough number of objects is found. Thus, we ex-
press a kNN query as a sequence of range queries. First, 
we locate the node Nq which contains q and set an initial 
radius rinit using the following equation [24] which gives 
distance estimation between q and its k nearest neighbor 
in 2 dimensional space:  
 

 

where O is the total number of objects. We refer the read-
er to [24] for the proofs of the above equations. Subse-
quently, Nq locates the nodes within the rinit range, and 
asks those nodes to execute a range query with rinit. Each 
node reports back the number of objects from their range 
query. If the number of objects is not enough (i.e., less 
than k), we increase rinit by ed(k)/k and continue to increase 
until we find k objects. Once we have enough number of 
objects, the nodes send these candidate objects and Nq 
selects the closest k objects to q as results.  

Note that even though our range and kNN algorithms 
are primitive and simple, due to the extreme parallelism, 
the total performance is very good (see Section 6). One 
can adopt more sophisticated algorithms and data struc-
tures that exist in the literature for processing kNN and 

range queries on Voronoi diagrams, but we believe the 
incremental performance benefit would not justify the 
complexity of implementing these algorithms. 

6 EXPERIMENTS 

6.1 Dataset 

We use two datasets consisting of a uniform dataset (UD) 
and real-world taxi dataset (TD). Our real-world TD da-
taset includes Beijing taxi dataset which consists of trajec-
tories of 13,000 taxis over 3 months. Each taxi reports its 
location approximately in every 10 seconds on average. 
Since the number of objects is only 13,000 (relatively 
small) we split each trajectory into 25 minute intervals 
and treat each of these 25 minute trajectories as a different 
object. As a result, we generate approximately 67 million 
objects. For UD dataset, we also generate approximately 
67 million objects (as proposed in [7] and [25]) which are 
uniformly distributed in the range of [0,109] where each 
object has an x and y value. 

6.2 Setup and Methodology 

We conduct our experiments on Amazon’s EC2 cluster. 
We use varying number of computing nodes to evaluate 
inter-node parallelism (scale-out) of D-ToSS. The number 
of computing nodes in our test cluster varies from 32 to 
128. We evaluated intra-node parallelism (scale-up) of our 
local index generation (LVD) using 8xLarge (32 CPU) 
nodes. These nodes are connected via 10Gbps network, 
and run on 64 bit Fedora 8 Linux Operating System with 
60 GB memory, 32 virtual CPUs, and 4x840 GB storage. 
To evaluate scale-up, we disable parallel LVD generation 
and first run the algorithm in single-thread mode. Subse-
quently, we enable multi-threading mode and exploit 
multiple CPUs to generate LVD. 

6.2.1 Metrics 

We use the following metrics to evaluate our approach. 

 Partition statistics: The statistics about the generated 
partitions (e.g., average number of objects and devia-
tion at each partition). 

 Index construction time: The total time consisting of 
pivot selection, data redistribution and LVD genera-
tion including Voronoi hierarchies. 

 Query throughput: Processed requests per second. We 
warm the system for 60 seconds, run the experiments 
for 120 seconds and then compute the total number of 
processed queries, scale the results to 1 second and re-
port it as throughput. 

6.2.2 Competing Approaches 
 

We evaluate the following approaches in the experiments.  
 RT-CAN: We first compare one-time index creation 

performance of D-ToSS with update performance of 
RT-CAN, where index tuning and bulk-loading of RT-
CAN is enabled to enhance update performance. We 
argue that recreating D-ToSS is indeed faster than up-
dating RT-CAN, even if only a small portion of the ob-
jects issue update to the index. Subsequently, we com-

      rinit = ed(k) / k                                          (1) 

          (1) 

                                    (2) ed(k) = 
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pare the query (i.e. kNN and range) throughput of D-
ToSS with that of RT-CAN, and show that our ap-
proach scales better and outperforms RT-CAN for 
both query types. 

 D-MOVIES: We downloaded the source code from [32] 
where linearized kd-tree is built on Z-Order and object 
size is 8 bytes, and extended it where data objects are 
hash partitioned by object ids. Specifically, we com-
pare the index construction time and query perfor-
mances of D-ToSS and D-MOVIES.  

6.3 Results 

6.3.1 Effect of Partitioning 

To investigate the impact of adapting a spatial partition-
ing method, we first randomly distribute the objects 
across the nodes as a baseline. For example, when we dis-
tribute the objects in TD dataset among 128 servers, 92% 
of the cells end up being inaccurate as spatially close ob-
jects are scattered. Even worse, we need to transfer signif-
icant amount of data over the network, about 21 times of 
the actual dataset, to fix these inaccuracies requiring rep-
licating the same objects to many partitions. Moreover, in 
the worst case, we need to replicate the entire dataset to 
all nodes. Since it takes several minutes to rebuild index 
with this strategy, we do not provide the results. 

We study the impact of the number of partitions and 
candidate pivots on the quality of our decentralized adap-
tive partitioning method. Table 2 shows the statistics 
about the partitions generated for skewed TD dataset. S 
corresponds to the number of candidate pivots each node 
selects and broadcasts (e.g. S=10 means that each node 
selects only 10 candidate pivots). As shown, for small S 
values, the standard deviation of partition sizes (number 
of objects) is high. However, as the sample size increases, 
standard deviation rapidly drops. Even with such small S 
values, we generate almost equally-sized partitions where 
the deviation is only around 10% which verifies the effec-
tiveness of our approach. We also observe that as the 
number of partitions increases, deviation decreases ac-
cordingly. Another approach to have even distribution of 
data is generating large number of partitions and group-
ing them. However, in the rest of the experiments we 
generate one partition for each node. 

 

6.3.2 D-ToSS Construction versus RT-CAN Update 

In this experiment, we study the impact of varying num-
ber of nodes, CPUs, and datasets on the D-ToSS construc-

tion. Figure 9 compares the construction time of D-ToSS 
with the RT-CAN’s update performance. In this experi-
ment, we use 128 nodes and the uniform dataset random-
ly distributed across the nodes. Note that, we assume the 
objects are initially randomly distributed among the serv-
ers. Our purpose here is to test the worst case perfor-
mance of D-ToSS construction time by increasing the 
number of objects needs to be transferred over the net-
work in the shuffling phase. To update the location of the 
objects in the uniform dataset, we randomly generate two 
values x’, y’ within [∓100, ∓250] range and add them to 
the current position (x, y) in the coordinate system. The 
justification for [100, 250] range is as follows. According 
to Google maps, a human walks 80 meters/minute on av-
erage. The perimeter of the world is 40x106 meters. When 
we convert the walking speed in real life into our coordi-
nate system ([0, 109]), a human can walk 2,000 units per 
minute on average. Assuming a mobile device can report 
current location in several seconds, a number between 100 
and 250 corresponds to how much a person can walk. We 
simulated human behavior in our experiments with the 
uniform dataset. As shown, even if more than 6% of the 
objects issue location updates it is faster to recreate D-
ToSS from scratch. We observe the same pattern in Figure 
10, where we run the same experiment with the taxi da-
taset. The only difference is that with the taxi dataset both 
RT-CAN and D-ToSS get slower. This is because the 
change in the location of a taxi between two consecutive 
GPS readings is larger compared to the distance a person 
can go. With RT-CAN larger movement leads more up-
date propagation and increases the total update cost. 
With D-ToSS, larger movement does not have any impact; 
however, the distribution of the real data is skewed as 
taxis are more clustered in some regions and skewed da-
tasets slightly reduce the balance among the nodes in 
terms of the number of objects that each node stores. 

To explain why a complete index construction is faster 
than updating 6% of objects, let us analyze each cost in 
details. We first analyze the update cost of RT-CAN. The 
performance of RT-CAN is severely affected by a 3-step 
index update approach. First, RT-CAN locates the node 
which contains the query object by redundant routing 
between the nodes. This routing cost is log(N) messages, 
where N is the number of nodes in the cluster. Second, it 
updates the local R-tree with respect to new updates. 
Third, since the structure of the local R-tree in the node 
changes, the updates are propagated to other nodes with 
additional 3log(N/4) messages. Let us explain the index 

TABLE 2 
STATISTICS ABOUT THE PARTITIONS FOR TAXI DATASET 

 

 S = 10 S = 50 S = 250 

   # of partitions (P) Average / Optimum Min. Max. St. dev. Min. Max. St. dev. Min. Max. St. dev. 

32 2,097,881 247,712 12,008,113 3,583,605 832,812 4,327,803 986,867 1,869,605 2,270,971 200,683 

64 1,048,941 132,913 8,312,364 1,789,120 523,078 3,110,364 513,496 887,112 1,122,048 117,468 

96 699,294 89,450 7,562,505 1,256,530 392,116 2,367,845 398,613 629,894 760,845 65,475 

128 524,470 72,561 6,016,339 986,156 326,209 1,612,514 287,152 482,701 571,846 44,572 
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update cost of RT-CAN using our UD dataset. In particu-
lar, 6% of UD dataset with 128 nodes corresponds to 4.02 
million objects (i.e. 6% x 67 million). In the first step, RT-  
CAN passes 7 messages (i.e., log(128)) to locate the node 
whose index needs an update. Those 7 messages are need 
to handle only one update, and hence the total number of 
messages for 4.02 million updates is 28.14x106, which is 
already 42% of the entire dataset. Once the nodes are 
found, in the second phase, the local R-trees are updated, 
where even a single object might change the whole struc-
ture of an R-tree. In the third phase, RT-CAN propagates 
the index changes to other nodes, which incurs additional 
3log(N/4) messages per each update propagation.  

Now let us analyze the cost of creating D-ToSS from 
scratch. D-ToSS only incurs β・|O| +  ・|O| number of 
network messages to re-create the index structure, where 
β・|O| is the total number of objects mapped to a node, 
and  ・|O| is the number of objects exchanged between 
the nodes to fix inaccurate Voronoi cells. Clearly, when 
the objects are randomly distributed, in the worst case 
every object o,  oO, is mapped to a different node; 
therefore β=1. Obviously, it is unlikely to have β=1 with 
large number of objects. However, α is a small decimal 
number since inaccurate cells are the border cells and 
there are very few of them. 

6.3.3 Scale-out 

Figure 11 shows the scale-out performance of D-ToSS. We 
vary the number of nodes in the cluster from 32 to 128, 
and evaluate the amount of time required for index crea-
tion using both uniform and taxi datasets. In distributed 
systems, scale out performance is evaluated by fixing the 
amount of data at each node and increasing the number 
of nodes [25]. Note that the total amount of data still in-

creases as more nodes are employed. In this specific ex-
periment, each node contains 500k objects, where objects 
are randomly selected for TD dataset. As shown, the total 
execution time is almost constant which verifies the 
scalability of D-ToSS construction. We observe that there 
is an insignificant increase in the total execution time as 
we employ more nodes. Because the total number of can-
didate pivots increases as more nodes are used and hence 
it takes a little longer for the nodes to identify pivots. 
Note that, nodes select the same pivots and start redis-
tributing the data objects upon identifying the pivots. 

6.3.4 Effect of Number of Objects at Each Node 

Figure 12 illustrates the impact of data size on the index 
construction time. We fix the node number (N=128) in this 
experiment, and vary the number of objects at each node 
from 500,000 to 100,000 where objects are randomly se-
lected. As shown, the total time almost linearly decreas-
ing as we store less objects at each node. For the applica-
tions requiring low-staleness such as flight control sys-
tems working, D-ToSS can be configured accordingly. 

6.3.5 Scale-up 

Figures 13 and 14 illustrate the effect of varying the num-
ber of CPUs at each node when constructing D-ToSS for 
uniform and taxi datasets, respectively. Again we assume 
objects are randomly distributed at the beginning to test 
the worst-case performance of shuffling phase. With D-
ToSS, since the number of network messages are mini-
mized, the total index generation time is dominated by 
the LVD generation phase. Therefore, we enable multi-
threading mode and generate LVDs using intra-node par-
allelism. As shown in both figures, as the number of 
CPUs increases, the LVD construction time improves sig-
nificantly. We observe that the uniform dataset scales-up 
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better than the taxi dataset. The main reason behind this 
difference is as follows. The LVD generation consists of 
two steps: Voronoi cell generation and refining inaccurate 
cells. With the uniform dataset, geospatial replication 
eliminates almost all of the inaccurate cells. Therefore, 
once the Voronoi cells are generated, the algorithm ter-
minates. As there is no inter-node communication to re-
fine Voronoi cells, the impact of increasing the number of 
CPUs is more significant. On the other hand, with the taxi 
dataset, by exploiting multiple CPUs we generate Voro-
noi cells faster; however, the inaccurate cells need to be 
refined in the second step. The inter-node communication 
becomes the dominant cost as we reduce the construction 
time of the Voronoi cells by exploiting multiple CPUs. 

6.3.6 Effect of Re-partitioning 

Re-partitioning, which consists of pivot selection and ob-
ject redistribution, is not necessary at every index con-
struction cycle especially if the objects move slowly. Fig-
ure 15 illustrates the impact of performing repartitioning 
at every index construction cycle on TD dataset where   
taxis move on their trajectories for 25 minutes, N=128 and 
CPU=32. D-ToSS-NP distributes the objects to the nodes 
only once and skips repartitioning in the remaining cy-
cles. In this experiment, we let the objects move between 
the partitions and the shape of the partitions do not 
change. This is the setting for static partitioning. As 
shown, D-ToSS-NP is slightly better at the beginning; 
however, after about 10 minutes, it becomes more effi-
cient to repartition the dataset. This is because as time 
goes on, taxis move to other partitions and nodes suffer 
from unbalanced workload. We also observe that reparti-
tioning ensures that spatial proximity among the objects 
is maintained at each node; therefore, it takes shorter time 
to generate LVDs. Consequently, when the objects move 
slowly, data partitioning phase can be executed less fre-
quently. Such a strategy decreases the total execution time 
significantly and the total time to rebuild D-ToSS will be 
equal to updating approximately 2% of the objects in RT-
CAN (See Figures 10 and 14). 

6.3.7 Impact of Inaccurate Voronoi Cells and Lambda 

Given 128 nodes and traffic dataset, our partitioning ap-
proach reduces the inaccurate cells to 2.5% in comparison 
to the 92% inaccuracy, when we randomly distributed 
data objects. Even though 2.5% is a small number, some 
applications might require a completely accurate index 
structure. With D-ToSS, these inaccuricies can be fixed in 
two ways. First, we experimentally find a  value which 

ensures that all cells are generated correctly. As shown in 
Table 3, we replicate around 48% of the objects. Second, 
we set =0 and ask nodes to fix the inaccuracies with mes-
sage passings. In this case, we replicate only 17% of the 
data. That is because having a constant  value for every 
single partition is sub-optimal. On the other hand, two-
way message passing across the nodes requires executing 
range queries and introduces network delay since nodes 
wait for responses from their neighbors. Therefore, while 
fixed  approach takes0.65 seconds, =0 strategy takes 
around 1.1 seconds. 

 

TABLE 3 

Impact of Lambda 

 Replication  Total time [s] 

constant 48% 0.65 

0 17% 1.1 

   

6.3.8 D-ToSS versus D-MOVIES constructions 

Figure 16 and 17 compare the index construction of D-
MOVIES and D-ToSS for both datasets. We vary the 
number of nodes from 32 to 128 where each node stores 
approximately 500k objects and CPU=1. In this specific 
experiment, we report the total time to generate LVDs for  
D-ToSS in the second index generation cycle, where pivot 
selection and data shuffling are disabled. This is because 
we manually hash partition the dataset by unique object 
ids for D-MOVIES as there is no mechanism for adapting 
the cluster to the current data distibution. As shown, for 
both dadasets D-MOVIES outperforms D-ToSS due to its 
lightweight structure and hash partitioning that creates 
almost equi-sized partitions. However, the spatial prox-
imity among the objects is broken with hashing. Thus, the 
global index is not broken into disjoint sub-indices which 
requires to send the queries to all nodes which drastically 
reduce query throughput as shown in the next section. 

6.3.8 Range Query 

In this set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of 
range queries. We define range (with respect to a query 
point) as the percentage of the entire space, and as pro-
posed in [25] we consider three separate selectivity rang-
es: small (0.01%), medium (0.05%) and large (0.10%). We  
randomly generate the query points and send each query 
to a D-ToSS node in a round-robin fashion.  

Figure 18 compares the throughput performances of 
D-ToSS, RT-CAN and D-MOVIES running small selectiv-
ity queries on varying number of nodes. As shown, D-
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ToSS outperforms other approaches in all cases. We ob-
serve that, with D-MOVIES, query throughput decreases 
as the number of nodes increases. This is because the que-
ries forwarded to all nodes, and thus the query coordina-
tion cost increases due to high number of servers in-
volved in query processing resulting in performance deg-
radation. Another important observation is that as we 
employ more nodes in the cluster, D-ToSS shows a better 
linear increase in the query throughput. The reason is that 
with RT-CAN, increasing the number of nodes results in 
a longer lookup path due to log(N) routing messages. QT-
Chord has also a logarithmic routing cost similar to RT-
CAN. As both of these approaches have similar query 
performances and D-ToSS clearly outperforms them due 
to its O(1) routing cost, in the rest of this section, we only 
present the query performance results of D-ToSS. 

 Figures 19 and 20 illustrate the effect of data distribu-
tion on range query for varying selectivity. We observe 
that as we use more nodes, the throughput increases line-
arly, which verifies the scalability of D-ToSS. The reason 
behind linear scalability is that the number of nodes has 
no impact on the number of network messages we send to 
process a query. With our approach adding more nodes 
only increases the cost of locating the node Nq (the node 
that contains q) and the partition search step executed at 
the beginning of query processing at each node, which 
are insignificant. As expected, as the selectivity increases, 
the query throughput decreases. This is because even 
though larger ranges are processed by multiple nodes in 
parallel, we need to retrieve more objects which degrades 
the performance. We also observe that increasing the se-
lectivity has marginally more impact on the query 
throughput with the taxi dataset. This is because with the 
taxi dataset, there are more partitions in the areas where 
the data is clustered. The queries searching for the clus-
tered regions need to examine more.  

6.3.9 kNN Query 

In this set of experiments, we evaluate the performance of 
kNN queries. We randomly generate the query points and 
send each query to a D-ToSS node in a round-robin fash-
ion. Figure 21 illustrates the impact of the value of k on 
the query throughput. In this specific experiment, we 
used 64 nodes, and varied the value of k from 1 to 32 and 
compare the query throughput of D-ToSS with skewed 
and uniform datasets. As shown, the performance is less 
for the taxi dataset; on the other hand, the effect of k is 
also less compared to the uniform dataset. In Figure 22, 

we keep the k value constant (k=16) and vary the number 
of nodes. As the number of nodes increases, query 
throughput increases almost linearly for both datasets. 

7 CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we introduced a novel framework, D-ToSS, 
to index highly dynamic moving object data. The main 
idea behind D-ToSS is to build short-lived Voronoi based 
index structures instead of updating indexes with each 
location update from the moving objects. D-ToSS creates 
the throwaway indexes in a very short time by employing 
a fully decentralized parallel and distributed architecture 
that uses multiple server nodes in a cluster and exploits 
multi-core CPUs in each node. Moreover, we proposed an 
efficient parallel search algorithm with which queries can 
be submitted to any node in the cluster without looking 
for the relevant node that may include the result-sets 
which provides decentralization unlike tree-based ap-
proaches. We also note that the total amount of time to 
rebuild D-ToSS remains almost constant even if the data 
size increases, which verifies the scalability of D-ToSS. 

Furthermore, we do not make any assumption regard-
ing the objects’ speed and direction, or data distribution 
which makes D-ToSS applicable for scientific simulations 
as well where objects move unpredictively. A D-ToSS 
cluster always adapts itself to the current data distribu-
tion no matter what the current data distribution is. Final-
ly, we believe that our novel 3-step approach addresses 
the fundamental challenges in scalable parallel index con-
struction in a distributed system and may serve as a ge-
neric framework to build other index structures.  
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